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A renowned orthopedic surgeon provides the first medically proven fitness program designed to
help prevent the #1 reason for doctor visits in the United States--bone and joint
problems.Fitness can't be just about a healthy heart or looking good in a swimsuit. After all, low
cholesterol and a flat stomach won't get you very far if back or neck problems, or a worn out
knee or shoulder, keep tripping you up.This first-of-its-kind program is designed to ensure that
your frame can go the distance, with durability to match the muscle tone and conditioning we all
want. And unlike other workouts, Framework starts with a unique self-test that uncovers potential
problems with your frame, your workout, your nutrition, and more. It even combines diet and
lifestyle advice with a balanced, customizable workout that acknowledges the fact that our
bodies are all a little different and often need special attention. It teaches you to pay attention to
what your body tries to tell you, and when it is being challenged by a special problem, whether it
is a heel spur or stress on the job.Best of all, Nicholas A. DiNubile, M.D., who serves as
orthopedic consultant for the Philadelphia 76ers as well as the Pennsylvania Ballet, shows you
how to work around--helping without hurting--any muscle or joint problems you may already
have. And it all takes only 1 hour a day, 3 days a week.



MORE PRAISE FOR FRAMEWORK:“Dr. Nick has the uncanny ability to understand the
language of the human body. He knows how it speaks. In the movie industry and in sports, the
body is invaluable as an instrument. Dr. Nick is invaluable at keeping that instrument tuned to
perfection, He is a healer of the highest order.”—M. NIGHT SHYAMALAN.The Sixth Sense,
Unbreakable, Signs, The Village“Dr. DiNubile, a renowned orthopaedic surgeon, is a sports
medicine specialist whose expertise in physical fitness parallels his leadership in the medical
profession. As physician for both the Philadelphia 76ers and the Pennsylvania Ballet, Dr.
DiNubile is the master of preventive medicine for the musculoskeletal system. His new book,
FrameWork, clearly presents his comprehensive seven-step program for healthy muscles,
bones, and joints that enhance your frame durability and enable you to live stronger longer. Dr.
DiNubile’s highly effective approach for avoiding injuries and delaying degenerative problems is
the missing knowledge/application link that those of us in the fitness field have been long
awaiting. Without question, this well-researched and superbly written book represents the future
of personal fitness, with a practical exercise plan that will definitely exceed your expectations,
especially if you previously have tried other physical fitness or sports conditioning programs. I
can think of no other book that I recommend more highly for exercisers and sports
enthusiasts.”—WAYNE L. WESTCOTT, PhD, CSCSFitness research director, South Shore
YMCA, Quincy, Massachusetts“FrameWork teaches you to understand and respect your body in
so many ways. The result is a stronger, more resilient you. FrameWork is great prevention for
your muscles, bones, and joints, and Dr. DiNubile is the master when it comes to keeping you
going.”—KEITH HERNANDEZNY Mets World Series Championship Team; six-time NL All-Star
and NL MVP; color commentator, MSG Network and Fox Sports Net“The FrameWork plan is
innovative, comprehensive, and smart. It’s something we all need, especially if you want to go
the distance. Dr. DiNubile is a true innovator, and it has been an honor to serve with him on such
important committees as the President’s Council on Physical Fitness and Sports under the
exceptional leadership of Governor Schwarzenegger.”—DR. ROBERT GOLDMANPresident
emeritus, National Academy of Sports Medicine, and chairman, American Academy of Anti-
Aging Medicine“I have known Dr. DiNubile for many years and his reputation as a specialist in
sports medicine is legendary. Now he has compiled into book form knowledge accumulated
from many years of working with athletes, which should enable even the nonathlete to achieve
total fitness.”—KENNETH H. COOPER, MD, MPHFounder, President, and CEO—The Cooper
Aerobics Center“I was quite young when a knee injury changed my life. Dr. Nick helped me then,
and he can help you now. FrameWork is great prevention at any age.”—DAVID
BOREANAZActor, Angel and Buffy the Vampire Slayer“FrameWork teaches you how to take
optimal care of your body so you can enjoy both life and leisure more. For athletes, it’s essential
for a long, healthy career.”—JAY SIGELU.S. PGA and U.S. Amateur golf champion“Dr. Nick is a
great doctor. Not only an excellent surgeon but an understanding, feeling practitioner in all



musculoskeletal-related concerns. As he says, since we are living longer, this aspect of health
care has surpassed the common cold for frequency of treatment. I am fortunate enough to have
had Dr. Nick repair one of my knees. Being a good example of just the kind of extended-wear
person Dr. Nick is talking about, now I am even more grateful to get advice from one of the
brightest (and nicest) guys in the field on how to keep my frame working for me. I, like a lot of us
who have borrowed time from science, can only very strongly recommend his words to anyone
and everyone interested in keeping their bones working to their best potential as we gracefully
glide, run, skip, bat, pole-vault, hike, or bike into our happiest days.”—WILLIAM HURTAcademy
Award–winning actor“Nick is a leading physician who inspires and empowers his patients to get
active to develop their bodies and enjoy their best health. Regardless of your starting point, his
smart techniques and practical guidance can help you get to the next level quickly and safely,
whether you’re new to fitness, need rehab advice, or simply want to improve your fitness or
training techniques to live and feel better. He’s also a real standout in the orthopaedic field
because of his leadership in “surgery as a last resort.”Nick’s known for teaching prevention; but
when he’s helping you manage an injury, he’ll guide you through a wide range of less costly
treatment options so you can recover quickly. A real bonus is his special expertise in fitness
programming to help you strengthen your body’s “framework,” or musculoskeletal structure and
functioning, so your body works more closely to how it is designed. The bottom line: Nick’s an
expert you can trust to train with to improve your body and feel inspired and capable of moving
better everyday!”—BARBARA HARRISEVP/Editorial director, Active Lifestyle Group, Weider
Publications, publishers of Shape and Fit Pregnancy“What a wonderful book! Finally the
individual can learn what he or she should do to make fitness a rewarding, lifelong experience.
By decreasing the chances of injury while increasing the enjoyment of activity, FrameWork
addresses the needs of the individual. No one who wants to exercise regularly should be without
FrameWork.”—BOB ANDERSONAuthor of the classic bestseller, Stretching“There is no other
physician in the world of exercise who has a better understanding of how to train and repair the
human body, for maximum benefit with minimum risk, than Dr. DiNubile.”—ROGER
SCHWABOwner, Main Line Health and Fitness; author, Strength of a Woman; voted one of the
nation’s best personal trainers“This easy-to-read book gives you the same practical advice that
Dr. DiNubile gives his patients, and it works well for the couch potato, the pro athlete, and
everyone in between.”—JEANIE SUBACH, MA, RD, LDNSports nutrition consultant,
Philadelphia Eagles, Philadelphia 76ers, and NovaCare RehabilitationDEDICATIONTo those
who helped make me a caring doctor:Connie, Alfred, and LindaAnd to those who give me
purpose and keep me striving for excellence each and every day:Marybeth, Emily, and
DylanCONTENTSFOREWORD by Governor Arnold
SchwarzeneggerACKNOWLEDGMENTSINTRODUCTION: Putting Your Frame FirstPART I:
Why You Need FrameWorkONE: A DIFFERENT KIND OF FITNESSTWO: WORKING WITH
WHAT YOU’VE GOTTHREE: WHEN BAD THINGS HAPPEN TO GOOD BONES AND
JOINTSPART II: The FrameWork ProgramFOUR: THE SEVEN STEPS OF HIGHLY DURABLE



PEOPLEStep 1 The Self-Test: Are You Built to Last?Step 2 Heavy Breathing (Aerobic Fitness
and Oxygenation)Step 3 The Muscle in the Middle (Core Strength and Flexibility)Step 4
Powerful, Pliable LimbsStep 5 “A” R & R (Active Rest and Recovery)Step 6 You Are What You
Just Ate (Fueling a Healthy Frame)Step 7 Chilling Out (Stress Reduction and Attitude
Adjustment)PART III: When Your Frame FailsFIVE: AVOIDING INSULT ON TOP OF INJURY
(MANAGING YOUR MANAGED CARE)SIX: A SCAR IS BORN: WHEN SURGERY IS THE
ANSWERSEVEN: “CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE KNEE” AND OTHER GLIMPSES INTO THE
FUTUREEPILOGUE: Fit for What?APPENDIX 1: Troubleshooting: The Orthopaedics Top 20 and
Their Workout FixesAPPENDIX 2: Self-TestINDEXFOREWORDGOVERNOR ARNOLD
SCHWARZENEGGERFRAMEWORK IS A TERRIFIC BOOK by a top-notch doctor dealing with
a subject very close to my heart. It’s a new philosophy and approach to caring for your body by
focusing on the frame.Over the years, Dr. DiNubile has helped me adapt my own workout to my
own, individual frame. He has also helped me when I needed to visit the body shop for repair
and rehabilitation. Our friendship began, however, while we worked together on the President’s
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports during the first Bush Administration, service for which he
was honored with the Healthy American Fitness Leaders Award. We continue to work together
now with my foundation, After-School All-Stars, a national program committed to helping at-risk
inner-city children reach their true potential.My motto has always been “Stay Hungry,” the phrase
that was the title of one of my first movies. To me this means never relaxing into the comfort
zone, the place where you stop setting and achieving goals. Early on, even though I had many
varied dreams, my focus was on building and sculpting the world’s greatest body—muscular, but
also classically proportioned. Obviously, the gym is where my commitment to that dream was put
to the test, but what became clear to me much later is that my focus on exercise was an integral
part of every subsequent success. What I did and learned in the gym not only sculpted my body,
but also shaped my life. Being fit and making exercise a part of my everyday routine has given
me almost unlimited energy. It also instilled in me a determination that carried over into an acting
career, the business world, volunteerism, and now, into public service. These habits of mind and
body are important for my health, important in facing the challenges of being governor of
California, and vitally important in my personal and family life.As my career has evolved from
athletics to entertainment to politics, I have really come to appreciate how the body is a dynamic,
ever-changing structure that is different at different times. At 30, you need a different approach to
fitness than when you were a teenager. Dr. DiNubile’s FrameWork offers just that—an
individualized program that can be adapted to ever-changing demands and to an ever-changing
frame.The FrameWork Program and philosophy also acknowledges that everyone’s body, just
like everyone’s thumbprint, is unique. This is especially true if you have been as active as I have
or if you have had injuries. To achieve my goals early in my career, I had to push my body almost
to the breaking point. Clearly, I can’t punish my body now the way I did when I was 19. Although I
still work out every day, with Dr. DiNubile’s help, my regime has evolved along with me.One thing
that hasn’t changed over the years is how impressed I am by Dr. DiNubile’s passion and



creativity. I believe that his FrameWork Program and philosophy is a breath of fresh air,
something that will change the way we approach the care and feeding of the human body. I see it
as the future of fitness.No doubt about it, FrameWork is an important book that I know you will
enjoy and find helpful on your road to optimal health, conditioning, and achievement. It’s a must-
read for anyone who cares about his or her body and wants it to last. FrameWork is just what the
doctor ordered.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSIT WOULD BE ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE to acknowledge
the many individuals who have helped influence and shape my thoughts and philosophy as
expressed in FrameWork. Teachers, patients, and friends—in the gym or on the field—have all
had an impact for which I am grateful.I would also like to extend my sincere gratitude to the
following individuals: Arnold Schwarzenegger for his friendship and inspiration over the years,
and also “the gang” at Oak Productions—Lynn Marks, Kris Lanin Liang, and Paul Wachter; Lois
de la Haba, my agent, who believed in me and in this project from the very beginning; William
Patrick for his talent, professionalism, and collaboration; the top-notch, enthusiastic team at
Rodale, including Jeremy Katz and Heidi Rodale for their creativity, insight, direction, and
support, and also Susan Eugster, Mitch Mandel, Lois Hazel, Deb Cosgrove, Cathy Lee Gruhn,
Meghan Phillips, Lisa Dolan, and Jennifer Bright Reich; Robert Miller and Kim Strother, whose
nearly perfect images grace the pages of this book; Roger Schwab for his friendship, thought-
provoking discussions, and state-of-the-art workouts and facility at Main Line Health and
Fitness; the Philadelphia 76ers and Pennsylvania Ballet, two first-class organizations I’ve had
the pleasure to work with over the years, and where I have learned firsthand the extraordinary
capabilities of the human body—and that given the right circumstances, healing indeed can be
accelerated; Jim Teatum at Nautilus; Frank Nein for his help and support in cyberspace,
especially at ; my dedicated staff, Mary Moran and Barb DeJesse; and most important, my
loving and supportive family—Marybeth, my wife and creative advisor, and my children, Emily
and Dylan.INTRODUCTIONPUTTING YOUR FRAME FIRSTTHIS BOOK OFFERS the first
medically based fitness program for your bones and joints. It’s a complete workout, combined
with diet and lifestyle advice, designed to address the number one reason Americans visit the
doctor—problems with the musculoskeletal frame.Who’s it for?Elite athletes, complete couch
potatoes, and all of you in between.Seriously.I don’t want to sound like a zealot—or a naïve
author—but this is a program for everyone, because everyone with a body needs to exercise.
But more to the point, everyone, including—maybe even especially—serious fitness enthusiasts
who use their bodies a lot, needs to exercise smarter! The FrameWork way is the only way to
make sure you’re getting all the benefits of the time you spend working out and that you aren’t
doing more harm to yourself than good.Most fitness programs focus on getting you buffed and
trim, and, no question, this one is going to help you look great in a swimsuit. But FrameWork is
not just about looking good. It’s also about how you feel and function. It’s about durability. It’s
fitness presented from a medical, healing perspective, the perspective of an orthopaedic
surgeon and sports medicine specialist who knows that exercise is a strong medicine. But like
any strong medicine, it requires a managed dose.Your frame is the foundation for every other



kind of fitness. Your frame is the anchor for all your muscles, the structural support for all
movement. And yet, until now, your bones and joints had to be causing you real trouble before
they ever got any attention.With FrameWork, I want to change all that. It’s a fitness program
designed to give your frame the attention it deserves, building strength and suppleness that will
increase your performance, and your enjoyment, of just about everything you do.The
FrameWork Program teaches you to pay attention to what your body tries to tell you about the
exercise dosage it needs: when it needs to move, when it needs to rest, what it needs for fuel,
and when it’s being challenged by a special problem, whether that problem is a heel spur, a bum
knee, or stress on the job.FrameWork offers techniques for building strength and flexibility, for
maintaining range of motion, and for stretching, as well as techniques for avoiding reinjury that
athletes usually learn from their orthopaedic surgeon, athletic trainer, or physical therapist only
after they’ve been hurt.For couch potatoes, this program is a smart way to get you going without
hurting yourself. For athletes and fitness buffs, it’s the way to keep going longer and stronger
than ever before. For the young, FrameWork is the way to learn to exercise right, from the start,
to avoid needless wear and tear as well as injury. For anyone over 30, it’s the way to work around
those dings you’ve already picked up, to strengthen them, and to make sure you don’t reinjure
them and put yourself on the sidelines. (In one study of adults involved in a medically supervised
fitness program, one-fourth of all exercise participants sustained a musculoskeletal injury. Of
these, one-third permanently discontinued their exercise! That is definitely not the way to stay fit
and healthy.)Many years ago, as a youngster with faraway dreams of becoming a doctor, I
developed a passion for exercise and fitness. When I was around 10, long before bodybuilding
had become mainstream, my parents gave me a set of free weights and dumbbells from Sears. I
was hooked. I saw something magical about the ability of every individual to sculpt his or her
own body. What impressed me then influences me now in how I help others.But I also learned
some lessons the hard way. As a teenager, I shattered my collarbone and missed an entire
football season. Several years later, also playing football, I fractured and dislocated my knee.
More recently, while horsing around on the beach (as a matter of fact, I was tackled by a well-
known fitness guru—you’d think we both would know better by now), I managed to damage a
vertebra in my lower back.So as I work out, I have plenty of weak links I have to work around,
which is why it pains me to see people who continue to exercise in a hit-or-miss fashion that
invites injury. Others are trapped in the “no-pain, no-gain” mindset that leads to“Fix-Me-Itis,” the
cycle of injury and repair that qualifies them as the frequent fliers of orthopaedic medicine.Don’t
get me wrong—I’m cheering for anyone who makes a commitment to staying in shape. I just hate
to see them limping to the sidelines when it doesn’t have to be that way. As a doctor as well as a
fitness buff, I’ve learned that you can certainly create problems for your body just as easily in the
gym or training room as on the playing field.I’ve watched too many runners punish their lower
backs and lower extremities. They may have fabulous cardiovascular systems, but too often they
have minimal flexibility, which gets them into trouble. Swimmers overdue it with their shoulders.
Weight lifters usually overwork their upper bodies and neglect the rest. Golfers and tennis



players get back problems and tendinitis.And I suspect you know some of these people. They’re
your buddies who can make a social gathering sound like a recovery room, going on about their
meniscus tears or rotator cuff problems. Next time you see them, you can tell them for me that
most of this damage is entirely predictable—and preventable!STOP THE MADNESS!It was this
not-so-silent epidemic of injuries and ailments that made me become a spokesman for the
American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, working with Cal Ripken and others to try to get
out the message that, yes, get moving, but that “no pain, no gain” is not the way to go.I travel the
country to teach physicians about exercise, and I’ve worked to introduce exercise to medical
school curricula. I’ve also been a special advisor and medical consultant to the President’s
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, a member of the Review Panel for the Surgeon
General’s Report on Physical Activity and Health, and a national medical advisor to Arnold
Schwarzenegger’s Youth Foundation, After-School All-Stars. I’ve advised everyone from CEOs,
film and recording stars, and political leaders to the Little Leaguers in my hometown. They say
I’m one of the most quoted doctors in America—and what they hear me saying, over and over
again, is that everyone—from serious runners, to occasional softball players, to the guy or gal
who sits at a computer all day—needs to develop the same mindful body awareness that
professionals use to stay strong and fit. And like those elite professionals, we need to apply body
awareness to normal training and exercise before injury occurs.The FrameWork exercise
program actually grew out of my experiences as physician for the Philadelphia 76ers basketball
team and the Pennsylvania Ballet, as well as my work with first-tier bodybuilders, including
Arnold Schwarzenegger. These professionals almost always have some kind of ding brought on
by all their hours of strenuous training: a weak ankle, a problem knee, a sore shoulder. (If you’re
old enough to vote, chances are you do, too.)But I found ways to adapt their training to the
specific stresses they place on their bodies, as well as to their specific points of vulnerability. I
developed special exercises, and special ways of doing traditional exercises, to both strengthen
problem joints and to make sure those dings, or weak links, don’t get rein-jured. I also developed
ways to uncover what we call “stealth ailments,” problem areas lurking in the background just
waiting to flare into big trouble.Over the past 20 years, I’ve taken the knowledge I’ve gained from
working with elite athletes and applied it to the everyday people who come to me as patients in
my private practice. Many have already tried traditional surgery or rehabilitation to no avail. But
by carefully evaluating their frames, I can usually find a solution to their problems.Usually, by
“fixing” the way they exercise, I can avoid having to “fix” their joints in the operating room. I mean,
a serious cyclist would never go out riding on a bike with an imbalanced wheel or a twisted
frame. Doesn’t it make even more sense to pay attention to—and correct—the imbalances in
your human frame?FrameWork is all about following through on the “prevention” mindset. That’s
one of the reasons we all try to exercise and watch what we eat—to prevent disease from
catching up with us. A lot of us are aware of the simple things we can do to lower our risk of heart
attack or cancer. Shouldn’t we apply the same kind of thinking to our bones and joints?Believe
me, professional athletes whose livelihoods depend on being ready to play every day take



preventive maintenance very seriously. Lance Armstrong has to give the same attention to his
joints that he gives to the gears and sprockets of his bike.But what really motivates me to spread
the FrameWork message is my contact with young athletes. I hate to see athletes putting all that
sweat into trying to build six-pack abs when what they’re really doing is setting themselves up for
disk problems in their lower backs.I hate to see guys in their teens or twenties conscientiously
pumping iron—muscle shirts on, their caps on backward, looking cool—but doing it all wrong. By
focusing only on their “mirror muscles” they create huge imbalances that, over time, can destroy
their joints. They use too much weight, which, while it may help build bulk, definitely overloads
the tendons and other tissues. They get away with it for awhile, but then Mother Nature strikes
back.Like anything else worth doing, exercise is worth doing right. Improper form alone can
strain a tendon to the break point. A quick movement, instead of a slow, controlled one,
increases force, which doesn’t just give you that “ripped” look; it can literally rip a muscle loose
from its moorings.You have to exercise the entire muscle and its attachments, not just the
bulging belly of the muscle, because a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. It doesn’t do
you any good—in fact, it can do you considerable harm—to have a big strong muscle, while the
tendon attaching that muscle to a bone or joint is hanging by a thread. You can actually
strengthen one at the expense of the other. Ask any championship bodybuilder who’s “blown
out” his pec or quad. He will not describe it as fun.Young women who’re really good at yoga or
ballet often get into trouble coming to those muscles from the opposite direction. They increase
flexibility—usually a great virtue—but they don’t increase the strength to go with it, and that
means strength across the entire range of motion. They push the limits of their stretches, which
feels great—until that joint laxity makes them vulnerable to an injury.But one of the most
troubling things I see is soft bone, especially when I operate on young female athletes to
reconstruct their injured knees. To replace injured ligaments through the arthroscope, I need to
create anchoring tunnels in the bones. To drill into the bone of a 19-year-old male, I have to use
power tools and all my strength. But with too many of the young women, I can simply rotate the
drill bit with my fingers and the metal will easily pass through their bones. These hard-driving
young women too often make themselves too thin, dangerously lowering their levels of body fat,
which then affects their calcium metabolism and gives them bones that are like butter. Instead of
banking up bone density for the future, they’re over-drawing the account when they’re young.
They’re still in school and already they suffer from early, preclinical stages of osteoporosis.Part
of the problem is that most doctors don’t routinely screen for simple indicators of joint wear and
tear such as range of motion and flexibility, much less bone density. Truth be told, most doctors
don’t really know enough about exercise—or bones and joints, for that matter. (When was the
last time your doctor got specific about your exercise program and its impact on your frame?)On
the other side of the equation, many personal trainers and coaches, no matter how
knowledgeable, often focus on motivational techniques and programs designed for people with
perfect frames. Where they run into trouble is with all the rest of us with not-so-perfect frames.
Personal trainers and coaches have been a tremendous boost to the fitness industry, helping



countless individuals. However, they’re in the business of pushing you to perform beyond your
comfort zone, and given your particular frame, that may be just the opposite of what you need.
It’s this area of knowledge overlap between the surgeons/rehabilitation experts and the exercise
professionals that has become my special territory and that makes the FrameWork Program
unique.As an exercise prescription, FrameWork recognizes that everybody’s body is also
unique. The managed dose of exercise that will do the most for you—without harming you—
needs to be measured out for you alone. That’s why FrameWork gives you options you can mix
and match, customizing the regime to fit your own very specific needs.SCREENINGCustomizing
the program begins with establishing your individual baseline, and that’s where my unique self-
test comes in. What I’m asking is very simple and can be summarized in one brief question: Are
you built to last?With the Philadelphia 76ers, we set a baseline for individualized care by testing
the players before and after each season. We look for muscle tightness and the imbalances in
muscular development that can be early indicators of trouble. The idea is to ward off the sprains,
strains, and pulls that sideline players, as well as more serious conditions that can mean
surgery, or even the end of a career. When trouble has already set up shop, the idea is to
continue training and exercising, but in a way that allows them to:a) “first, do no harm,” whileb)
fully rehabilitating and strengthening that particular area of weakness andc) transitioning them
safely and in a stepwise manner back into action.It’s this kind of attention that explains, in part,
why the pros seem to bounce back and recover much more quickly than the rest of us. (It’s also
a lot of hard work on their part. When your livelihood depends on doing rehabilitation, you find
the time.)At the Pennsylvania Ballet, I do a complete biomechanical screening for any injured
dancers, but I also evaluate well beyond the injury itself. Many ballet programs have me screen
all their young dancers before they advance to go en pointe. This way, everyone involved—the
dancer and her parents, teachers, directors, and doctors—can be aware of any irregularities in
her frame. With this knowledge, we can all work together to help her develop the fittest possible
frame—a frame that will serve her well throughout her career, and throughout her life—with far
less downtime from injury.This book is divided into three parts. Part I explains why attention to
your frame is so important and why this book was written. Part II outlines the 7-Step FrameWork
Program that will give you a healthy frame, which is a frame that is built to last. In Part III, I
acknowledge that things don’t always go right with your frame and that sometimes it needs more
attention. I review some of the current approaches as well as futuristic treatments that will keep
you going.The FrameWork Program begins with Step 1, the self-test. This test allows you to
regain control of that sculpting process that’s been going on all of your life, whether it’s from
throwing a baseball or playing the guitar, running track or sitting for hours at a computer, lifting
weights or falling out of a tree. For sure, we’ve all lost the Gumby-like flexibility we may have had
as little kids.The self-test reveals the secrets of your own, distinctive architecture, as well as your
own distinctive points of vulnerability. In Chapter 4, where I demonstrate the proper way to do the
exercises, I give unique sidebar recommendations linked to these common conditions. I call
them OrthoChecks. This allows anyone with weak links or structural ailments to modify the basic



workout to maximize the benefit, while minimizing the risk of injury. The result will be a stronger,
more fit, more durable you, ready to work and play hard for the long haul.Every aspect of this
program will alert you to signs of more serious conditions and show you how to sort them out
from the minor aches and pains that afflict us all. No one should ever play through the pain or
settle for rest and ibuprofen, then discover that he has an ailment that needs serious
attention.For the more serious athlete/fitness enthusiast, I’ll show how the FrameWork regime
can integrate with and amplify your current exercise routine. (Look for “more advanced” versions
of the exercises in Chapter 4.) The more advanced you are in your sport or exercise, the more
even slight frays in soft tissue, or imbalances in musculature or gait, can lead to injury or sub-
optimal performance. It’s like a wheel out of alignment on a racecar, as opposed to a wheel out
of alignment on a minivan. The minivan might toddle along to the grocery store and back—not
much demand is being placed on it—but the racecar will blow out a tire on the first lap.What
matters most—always—is a balanced approached that pays attention to the underlying medical
and exercise physiology that I will explain in the next chapter.MANAGING YOUR MANAGED
CAREWhenever you work with a doctor, a trainer, or a physical therapist, FrameWork prepares
you to be an active, not passive, participant.And inevitably, some of us will at some point still
need to go into the shop to get something fixed. That’s why the last section of the book helps you
think through the process when “a scar is born.”Making informed choices about surgery is
hugely important. But my deeper objective is to change the way we spend billions of dollars in
this country fixing things surgically that very easily could be prevented. Most people don’t even
learn the names for the body parts they’re grinding and pounding in their workouts until they
experience acute pain or disability. This makes no sense at all, especially when it can cause
people lifelong disabilities.Sadly, the situation with bone and joint health today compares with
what general health was like 40 years ago, just before we began to hear about the importance of
cutting down on fatty foods, getting regular exercise, and not smoking. We’ve extended the
warranty on the human heart, and people are living longer. We’ve improved care for skin, and
people look better. But it’s your frame that gets you where you need to go whenever you need to
get there. Without the proper care, your bones and joints can all too easily become the limiting
factor in your enjoyment of life.We all have our own reasons for taking care of our frames and
keeping them moving gracefully. At one time I wanted to be a star quarterback. Now, as a
working guy with two young kids at home, I focus more on being able to play piggy-back than on
playing with the pigskin. You may be a hard-driving college athlete who feels great, or you may
be a thirty-something who’s started getting lower back pain just sitting at a desk. You may want
to keep your bones in shape for running marathons, or you may simply want in ensure that you’ll
never have to “sit this one out,” just when the party is getting good. A healthy, flexible frame is a
thing of grace and beauty, whether it’s on a running back, or a ballerina, or an executive who
knows how to wear a suit.Only about 10 percent of American adults engage in vigorous activity
at least five times a week. About 40 percent never break a sweat. Believe it or not, 23 percent of
Americans still smoke! And 20 percent of Americans drink more than they should. All of these



affect your general health and, specifically, your frame.FrameWork aims to make it a lot easier to
reverse those statistics of unhealthy behavior. At the same time, it aims to make exercise itself
far more effective and efficient, and far less likely to do harm to the very body you’re trying to
help! FrameWork is meant to bring your bones and joints up to speed with the healthy heart and
flat stomach we’re all looking for, but without the unintended wear and tear.No matter how stiff or
supple, how young or how old you are, the idea is to hang on to what you’ve got, to improve the
way it works and looks, and then to keep it working smoothly and looking great for as long as you
live. FrameWork is not just about how to enjoy a longer life, but how to enjoy life longer and more
fully.PART ONEWHYYOUNEEDFRAMEWORKONEA DIFFERENT KIND OF FITNESSWITH
JOSE REYES AT SECOND BASE AND KAZUO MATSUI AT SHORTSTOP, THE NEW York
Mets thought they’d acquired baseball’s most dynamic duo for the double play. But as spring
training for the 2004 season drew to a close, the two young stars had yet to appear together on
the same field.Reyes was out with a pulled hamstring, and Matsui was sidelined with a strained
wrist. Having gone 8 years in the Japanese major leagues without missing a game, Matsui, 28,
had been considered something of an iron man. But Reyes, only 20, had already become an
orthopaedics frequent flier.During his rookie year, Reyes was benched three times with
hamstring trouble, a problem that began for him at age 14. As a youngster back home in the
Dominican Republic, Reyes had been running up the stadium steps to strengthen his legs when
he heard something snap. Trouble is, once you pull a hamstring, chances are you will do it again.
That’s because the muscle heals with scar tissue where healthy cells used to be. Early on in the
rehab process, you can reduce the negative effects of that scarring, but it takes a lot of time and
a lot of conscientious effort. Once the muscle heals, if you haven’t taken full advantage of that
window of opportunity, then you get far denser scar tissue with no elasticity. If you look at the
muscle under a microscope, instead of the bands lining up parallel and behaving like a spring or
bungee cord, the structure is more haphazard, which makes it a lot less flexible, and thus more
vulnerable—a weak link.For Reyes, quick, darting movements and sudden lunges are his stock
in trade. These movements require sudden contraction of the quadriceps, the muscle in the front
of the thigh. This, in turn, requires a quick relaxation and lengthening (eccentric contraction) of
the hamstring, the muscle in the back of the thigh. Unless a strong quad is balanced with an
equally strong and flexible hamstring, the imbalance is bound to cause trouble.Whether you play
second base or second fiddle, whether you crank miles on the track or code on your computer,
you need a frame you can count on. That’s why the modern definition of fitness isn’t just aerobic
capacity, or muscle tone, or the absence of fat. True fitness needs to be from the foundation up,
and that means fitness for all the cells and tissues that make up your musculoskeletal frame.In
the old days of baseball, Babe Ruth played until he was 40, but the photographs show an old
man with spindly legs and a potbelly, to some extent coasting on his legend. The classic sports
novel North Dallas Forty, written in the 1970s, portrayed thirty-something pro football players as
broken-down old men, hobbling to the stadium, then numbing themselves with painkillers and
injections to get through a game. Famous as a great running back before he became infamous



as a criminal defendant, O. J. Simpson could be the poster child for this old-school approach to
fitness. At his trial for the murder of his wife and her companion, the defense argued that this
once great athlete had so many bone and joint injuries, especially to his knees and ankles, that
he could barely walk, much less overpower two healthy people! No amount of conditioning is
going to fully protect a knee in the National Football League, but today’s super-stars have
redefined conditioning and, as a result, are redefining athletic staying power.In 2003, Sports
Illustrated described Oakland Raiders receiver Jerry Rice, then 39, as having “carved up the
New York Jets’ secondary like a honey-baked ham.” In that one game, this “middle-aged man”
had nine catches for 183 yards and a touchdown.That same year, in the National Basketball
League, 4 days after turning 40, Michael Jordan scored 43 points in 43 minutes, helping his
Washington Wizards defeat the New Jersey Nets, 89–86. He had 10 rebounds, four steals, burst
past the opposition to make the game-winning layup, and dived to the floor to save the ball after
making a first-quarter steal.When iron man pitcher Nolan Ryan threw his seventh no-hitter at age
44, and Cal Ripken hung in for 2,632 consecutive games, they were pioneers in terms of
durability. But as of 2003, major league baseball had 11 players over 40. As the 2004 baseball
season began, Roger Clemens, 41, was still throwing a 96 mph fastball. And on May 17, 2004,
Randy Johnson (age 41) warmed the hearts of aging jocks everywhere by pitching a perfect
game against the Atlanta Braves, sending 27 youngsters back to the bench without a single hit.
In his next outing, against the Florida Marlins, “the Big Unit,” as Johnson is called, continued his
streak for three more innings before giving up a hit, making a total of 39 batters retired in a row—
two short of the major league record. Not bad for an old guy.Track and field has Regina Jacobs,
who at age 40 broke the world indoor record for 1,500 meters. Golf has Jay Haas, who in the
spring of 2004—at age 50—was playing so well that some had him pegged to win the Masters.
Hockey has Mario Lemieux, who came out of retirement, overcoming cancer and chronic back
problems, to captain the Pittsburgh Penguins at age 37. And tennis has Martina Navratilova, who
in 2003, at age 46, became the oldest player to win a championship (mixed doubles) at
Wimbledon. In 2004, she became the oldest person to win a singles match at Wimbledon!
SIDELINED BY A FAULTY FRAMEFormer basketball great Shea Ralph could be the poster girl
for the epidemic of knee injuries among female athletes. She’s also living proof that no matter
how much talent and heart you bring to the game, it doesn’t get the job done if your frame gives
out on you.This tall blonde from North Carolina was a dream player with a brilliant future in
women’s basketball. In 1995–96, she was USA Today’s “High School Player of the Year.” In 1996–
97, she was “Freshman of the Year” in Sporting News and “Big East Conference Rookie of the
Year.” In 2000, she was captain of the University of Connecticut women’s basketball team that
won the NCAA Championship. In 2000, Shea Ralph was an All-American, as well as MVP of the
Final Four.But when it came time to turn pro, and Ralph was drafted by the WNBA’s Utah Starzz,
she was never able to play. By the end of her college career, Shea had lost her anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) on both sides. In all, she has had to endure six different knee operations.Her
troubles began in the first round of the 1997 NCAA tournament when a fast break turned into an



agonized tear in her right ACL. Three days later she had her first reconstructive surgery.The
following year she was redshirted after reinjuring that same knee during a workout. She had her
second ACL surgery in September 1997.It wasn’t until 1998–99 that Ralph had her first
collegiate start—she made up for lost time by scoring 36 points against Boston College. But
then she missed four games with a sprained medial collateral ligament, again in the right knee.In
2000, Connecticut won all the marbles, and things were looking good for Ralph’s career.Then, in
March, 2001, during the first half of a game against Notre Dame for the Big East Championship,
she went in for a layup along the baseline, and the crack could be heard throughout the gym—
only this time it was her left knee! Another ACL tear.Today, Shea Ralph contents herself with
being assistant coach of the University of Pittsburgh women’s basketball team.In an interview
with the New York Times, Ralph said that, for a while, she was so bitter about her injuries that
she could not even watch basketball on television. Since that low, she’s found ways to bounce
back and throw herself into the challenges of coaching. But she admits, “I still miss it. I won’t lie
to you. I really, really would have loved to play pro.” We now know that many ACL tears can be
prevented by changing the way you condition your frame.Part of the reason for this athletic
longevity is that these players entered the world of serious athletics at a time when serious
conditioning was coming into fashion.Unfortunately, the benefit still hasn’t reached everyone.Too
many great young athletes—University of Connecticut basketball’s All-American Shea Ralph is a
perfect example—see their dreams shattered for no other reason than a faulty frame.AVOIDING
WEAK LINKSTorn cartilage in the knee or a stress fracture can harm you, whereas a bruise and
a small hematoma (swelling) from a kick will merely hurt. A certain degree of hurt is okay—it’s
the harm you have to watch out for.The danger of letting “hurt” continue until it causes harm is
that, even when the injury can be “repaired,” it often leaves you with a structural flaw, a weak link
—like Jose Reyes’s scarred hamstring—that makes you vulnerable to further injury.We all have
these vulnerabilities in our frames: structural flaws, some big, some small. Some are obvious
and/or symptomatic—others quiet, asymptomatic, lurking beneath the skin, waiting for the right
circumstance to rear their ugly heads. Many stay quiet for a lifetime but all have the potential to
give you grief.Weak links come in many varieties and can be from: An old injury or ailment that
leaves a structural flaw Imbalances in musculature or flexibility that put stress on particular
joints Incomplete rehabilitation of an old or new injury or ailment Alignment or anatomy
problems Genetics Tissue changes resulting from aging or other causes Your mindset or
attitude Your program design or exercise techniqueMany injuries do not completely rehabilitate,
something we call IRS, or incomplete rehabilitation syndrome. It takes a lot of work to get back to
100 percent (or as close as possible) after an injury, and most of us stop around 80 to 85
percent when our bodies think they feel okay (i.e., when the swelling is down and the limp goes
away). This is a big mistake. Playing at 80 percent often means reinjury.Likewise, imbalances in
strength, flexibility, or both can be a major setup for bone and joint problems. Most of us are at
least a little out of balance, which is why your alignment, genetic makeup, or changes that occur
from aging also create vulnerabilities in your frame. The weak links that upset me perhaps the



most, and are probably the most preventable, are those we inflict upon ourselves with a negative
mindset or poorly designed workouts. The importance of all this is that a chain, or should I say
your frame, is only as strong as its weakest link. Find those weak links and toughen them, and
you are ready to go the distance.You have to construct your exercise program to work around, or
through, your own, distinctive weak links. By my estimation, 80 percent of the adult population
needs some degree of customization of their exercise programs to accommodate their weak
links. In the self-test in Chapter 4, I’ll help you identify your weak links. Then in the exercise
routines, I’ll show you how to work around them.YOUR CHEATIN’ BODOnce again, with any
form of exercise, you’re sculpting your frame for good or ill. The more you do, the more it pays to
do it right and make your exercise specific to your objective. But as we develop weak links, our
bodies try to find the easy way out, which does not help the cause.I once saw the legendary
Rudolf Nureyev dance on a night when I could tell that his foot was really bothering him. This
was at the Academy of Music in Philadelphia, and after the curtain I went backstage where he
asked for my advice. He told me he was worried about a “student of his” who was having trouble
with an arthritic great toe—a significant problem for someone who jumps for a living. As we
talked further and established a bit of trust, eventually he confessed that the dancer with the toe
problem was himself.Of course, I knew that—I’d been watching him all evening trying to
compensate for that painful foot.A master like Nureyev has a thousand tricks to distract your eye
from the problem area, but whenever someone has an injury or imbalance, the body tries to pull
off the same magic act. It happens so subtly that usually we’re not even aware of it. The body
starts cheating a little, and compensating a lot, until all the cheating and compensating create a
huge problem.Dancers who don’t have a natural hip turnout, who force their turnout, try to
compensate. They rotate the shin around more so that the knee and foot is what is turning out,
when the turnout should come at the hip. The knee twist that some use to compensate wreaks
havoc. A dancer can rotate her foot around and can drop and destroy her arch and midfoot area,
create a bunion, or even damage tendons around the ankle.The body finds a way, even when
you’re not conscious of it, and it can happen in almost any sport or fitness activity.A painful or
impinged bone in the foot can throw off your gait, which can throw out your lower back. Loss of
range of motion in your shoulder can cause distortion, not just in your golf or tennis swing, but in
the musculature all across your upper torso. Favoring your right knee can cause you to sprain
your left ankle. It can also cause your right quadriceps to shrink in circumference by an inch or
two.This is why mindfulness in your exercise becomes so important, because all too often, you
think you are doing the right thing, but your body is cheating and compensating all of your
muscles. When people have had a knee injury or kneecap pain, and they do leg lifts to
strengthen the quad muscles, they don’t get the benefit because their body cheats, using the hip
to lift the leg rather than the important quadriceps muscle.That’s why, in this book, I’ll show you
modifications to prevent you from cheating your body. For example, if you have knee pain while
doing simple leg lifts, I’ll teach you the modification called “lock and lifts.” For people coming off
surgery or kneecap pain, it’s a smart, effective way to strengthen the thigh without irritating the



kneecap.Patients come in and say they have been working their legs, and I still find that their
thighs have atrophied (gotten smaller and weaker). They’re just going through the motions of
lifting their legs; they’re not being mindful about it. Basically, the hip flexor starts lifting the leg and
the thigh muscle can actually be totally relaxed. But when you lock your leg, you make sure that
the knee is absolutely rigid before you lift it; once in a while you reach down and feel your leg to
know that you are actually getting the muscular contraction and workout you think you’re getting.
The key is to put some mind behind the muscle.Here’s another example. With shoulder
problems, if your rotator cuff is malfunctioning and there’s stiffness, when you go to raise your
arm, instead of using your shoulder muscles, your body adapts by using your upper trapezius
and scapula. It is one of the reasons why people with shoulder pain sometimes will have neck
pain, too. The wrong muscles start to overwork. The muscles you need to strengthen are getting
weaker, and the neck muscles are getting strained. As a result, you develop two problems rather
than solving one.Similarly, when your back is in spasm or in trouble, your body finds even worse
ways to cheat, like tilting or rotating your pelvis. When you try to do some exercises for it, you
think you’re working your back muscles, but you’re actually using your buttocks or hamstring
muscles rather than your back extensors.Also, most of us have a very dominant upper and lower
extremity and often, during strength training, without realizing it, one side does more of the work
and thus reaps more of the benefit, resulting in an even more dominant side. To avoid letting the
stronger arm or leg take the other for a ride, concentration is essential during the lift. Also,
occasionally try unilateral workouts and compare results. This is especially important when
rehabilitating or strengthening an injured or weaker part where multiple unilateral sets are often
required.You need to learn how to feel the muscle you’re working, how to know that it is
contracted and staying contracted. Otherwise, you’re just going through the motions.THERE’S
NO WAY TO CHEAT THE STRENGTH CURVEA few years ago, a National Hockey League All-
Star and MVP goalie came to me because of a groin pull that had caused him to miss most of
three seasons in a row. When I tested him, I discovered that his overall flexibility was good to
great. However, his strength curve was not balanced at all. He was very strong when his legs
were in close together (adducted), but a large part of being a goalie is being able to jump into a
split with your legs out to the side (abducted) to block the puck. Whenever this particular hockey
star made that kind of split, he had no strength at all, which made him vulnerable to the groin
pulls that were threatening his career.If you stood in close, the goalie could crush you with his
legs, but when I had him spread his legs far apart and asked him to pull them in from this more
extreme position, which happens to be essential for goalies, I was able to restrain him with one
finger. He simply couldn’t generate power when his legs were widely extended. He had done a
lot of adductor work (a limited portion of the strength curve), and he was strong in his hips,
glutes and upper thighs. But once the legs were out at the extreme, he was vulnerable.The
culprit was his exercise regimen.I created a program to help the goalie develop more strength
across the full range of movement, to give him musculature that was more evenly
balanced.Every muscle has two types of strength. There is concentric strength—the pulling in or



“flexing”—and there is eccentric strength—the letting back out or “extending.” You need both,
and yet they are trained and developed differently.Every muscle also has a unique strength
curve. What this means is that different areas in the range of every muscle are weaker or
stronger. When you’re trying to do a curl, and your arm is fully extended, trying to initiate the lift,
that’s a weak area. Once you’ve engaged the weight, overcome inertia, and are moving past the
midrange of the muscle, you tend to do okay. With many muscles the midrange might be a
sticking point, the spot where you just can’t get through it, and that’s where your cheatin’ bod
takes over.You lean back on the curl. You use the momentum to throw the weight. Depending on
how you train, if you work a muscle isometrically, within a limited range, that muscle gets
stronger there and maybe within 10 degrees in either direction. The same happens when you
cheat, and suboptimally work a muscle, favoring a certain portion of the strength curve.When
you cheat, you’re not working your muscle in a balanced way through its entire strength curve.
You get stronger in parts of the range but not in the rest, which can lead to trouble. You’re
tempted to lift an air conditioner, and you seem strong enough at first, but not all of your muscles
are up to the task, which leads to a muscle pull, a ligament or tendon injury, tendinitis, or a
rotator cuff injury. Functional strength, used in everyday life and sports, requires a balanced
strength curve in all major muscle groups.With the goalie, we worked them all, focusing on his
deficits or “weak links” by strengthening his groin muscles (hip adductors), especially in the
weaker, fully abducted portion of his strength curve, while also focusing on rebuilding eccentric
strength. And we made sure he went all the way out slowly, and back in slowly, resisting all the
way, and not just letting the weights take him in or out. That’s how you gain balanced
strength.The goalie had such long legs and good flexibility that we had to do exercises with hand
resistance—rubber tubing could have accomplished the same thing—to work his muscles
beyond the range of the Nautilus machine. We also did proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation
(PNF) techniques, which use muscle “contract-relax” techniques as well as movement patterns
to re-educate muscles by moving them in unusual patterns.I even had the goalie work with a
dancer to show him how to maintain muscular control in these exaggerated positions. Of all
athletes, dancers have the most control through the full range of movement, and they are
accustomed to working on the extreme edge of their flexibility.The goalie never missed another
game because of a groin pull.Dancers and goalies differ in the kinds of physical demands they
place on their bodies, as do shortstops, equestrians, divers, running backs, pitchers, power
forwards, and putters. The same is true for computer jocks, short-order cooks, students,
surgeons, stock brokers, and college professors. What they all have in common is the need for a
frame they can count on and the desire for a frame that won’t give out before they do.Dancers
have a very unusual problem in that so many of them are hypermobile, very flexible people who
like to stretch a lot because they’re so good at it. I tell them that it’s great that you have all this
flexibility, but if you don’t have strength in that new range that you’ve opened up, then you are
vulnerable. When you’re that far out, perhaps beyond the range of your well-balanced strength,
all it takes is a bump or jostle, and you can pull a muscle or injure a joint. Dancers do need to be



flexible for their craft, but, to prevent injury and for control, they really should have strength
throughout their whole range.EXERCISE INEQUALITYNot all exercise is created equal (and “I’m
on my feet all day” does not count as exercise), which is why a construction laborer or a
roughneck on an oil rig is at great risk. They’re doing heavy labor every day, fully exposed to the
elements, with no time for repair and rejuvenation.Unlike bone-crushing physical labor that tears
you down, exercise programs that build you up are based on the principles of overload,
specificity, repetition, rest, and reversibility.Overload means that a certain level of stimulus is
necessary for adaptation to occur.Specificity of training means that a specific stimulus for
adaptation results in very specific structural, metabolic, hormonal, and functional changes in
targeted elements of your body. Different regimens have varying results on your skeletal,
muscular, or cardiovascular systems.Repetition means just that—you have to go through the
same motions again and again (but not to the point of doing damage).Rest is an essential step
in the building process and without it, gains can turn to losses.Finally, reversibility means that, if
you discontinue training, you may lose the benefits you’ve gained.Sorry, folks, but once again we
come back to that unpleasant truth: Use it or lose it, which we will expand to “use it right or lose
it.” Doing any old exercise any old way is likely to do as much harm as good. To get the benefit
and to avoid the harm, you have to do it correctly.EXERCISE ERRORSIt’s amazing to me how
many misconceptions people have about exercise—even people who spend a great deal of time
at the gym.Here are the seven biggest exercise errors I encounter.1) Always stretch before
exercising.The bit of truth hidden in this bad idea is that stretching is essential. But the classic
(erroneous) idea that became popular in the 1970s is that you have to stretch before your
workout to prevent injury. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention did a study not long
ago that demonstrated that stretching before activity really provides no protective benefit; in fact,
stretching cold is more likely to cause an injury.The right idea is to slowly work up to a sweat
before you stretch or do anything else particularly strenuous. If you’re a runner, for instance, start
out with a walk, then a slow jog until you warm up. If you’re a basketball player, do a light shoot-
around first.The reason is that collagen, the tissue that is the main building block of muscles,
tendons, ligaments, and joints, is temperature specific. It’s more elastic when warm, stiffer when
cold. A cold muscle or tendon is more brittle, so stretching is not the way to “warm up.” (Besides,
stretching is far too important to be thought of as just an opening act. It is one of the headliners
in the Main Event.)Warmup increases the temperature within muscles and tendons as a result of
enhanced blood flow and greater metabolic activity. Increased intramuscular temperature before
stretching enhances the ability of collagen and the myotendinous junction to deform safely. This
makes your musculature more flexible and may protect against strains. The warmed muscle
contracts more forcefully and relaxes more quickly so that speed and strength are both
increased during exercise. As we’ll discuss in greater detail later, fatigue predisposes muscle to
injury by diminishing its ability to generate force and absorb energy in equal amounts.Also, many
of the areas you’ll be working—especially the disks in your back—have limited blood supply.
Light aerobic movement prepares the tissues for exercise by generating warmth and increasing



the blood flow that brings nourishment. Accelerated breathing properly causes relaxation—a
natural stress buster—but it also ensures adequate oxygenation for nourishment and repair.One
of the many virtues of cross-training is the way it encourages blood flow everywhere as it
overcomes imbalances. Joint surfaces have no blood supply, which is one reason they have very
limited ability to repair themselves. Joint surfaces require synovial fluid for nourishment.
Tendons, like those in the rotator cuff of the shoulder, have a very limited blood supply, which
makes healing there slow and difficult. Gentle, rhythmic movements such as those in Tai Chi
promote blood flow to tendons and synovial fluid into joint surfaces. As we age, our circulation is
less efficient, so the need for gentle movement to get the blood flowing is even greater. That’s
why Tai Chi is so great for the aging frame (as well as young ones).2) No guts, no glory—so just
tough it out.Allen Iverson recently was voted the second toughest athlete in the world in USA
Today (Brett Favre of the Green Bay Packers was voted the toughest.) Iverson, a former
quarterback, will try to tough it out anytime, no matter what. I worry that he pushes himself too
hard, and eventually it will catch up with him. Toughness can look ugly 10 years later—just like in
North Dallas Forty. You don’t want to be so tough that you put yourself on bottles of painkillers or
an aluminum walker someday. Or, at least, you’ve put yourself out of the game before your time.
Will Iverson be playing in his forties? We’ll see. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar was tough, too, but he
knew how to take care of himself, doing his yoga long before it was the popular thing to do.I think
the real mark of a tough competitor is not just a willingness to take punishment but a willingness
to put in the hours of training, year round. It’s doing those MedX lumbar exercises in the off-
season if you have had low back problems that limit you during the season. A lot of the younger
guys think they don’t have to do this. They’re used to running out on the court and playing.The
older players with staying power all realized they needed to train year round and embraced this
discipline early in their careers. I tell the young athletes I see in my practice, most of whom want
to skip the training and jump right to the hall of fame, that for every minute Michael Jordan was
on the court, he spent at least an hour in the gym or training room conditioning and working out.
If you want to “be like Mike,” you better do as Mike does—on and off the court.3) When it comes
to weight lifting, it’s what you see in the mirror that counts.Focusing too narrowly on limited
objectives can create anatomical imbalances. Millions of guys spend billions of hours doing
endless bench presses and curls to build up the “mirror muscles,” the ones they see as they
work out in front of those mirrored walls in the weight room. This creates an imbalanced
tightness in the front of the shoulders, which is just asking for rotator cuff problems.Too often our
exercise routines are like a movie producer who spends all of his budget on the lead actor but
forgets to hire a good supporting cast. Everyone seems concerned about their abdominal
muscles, for another example, but not enough people pay attention to the back extensors that
work in opposition to those abs. That’s how you get the guys with six-pack abs and lower back
problems.4) You gotta load on the weight to get results.The fixation on mirror muscles, along
with being too tough for your own good, combine into what I call the “Harley effect.” (At the gym
where I work out, these guys all have their Harleys parked outside.) A lot of these guys have



been pumping iron since they were teenagers; maybe they were jocks in school. It seems to me
they spend more of their time demonstrating their strength, throwing the weights around, rather
than building strength through slow, steady, and controlled movement. And they’re certainly not
looking for advice. They think, “Coach showed me how to do this back in 8th grade. I know how
to do it. I don’t need any help.” Trouble is, Coach may not have known what he was talking about.
And we’ve learned a lot about exercise physiology since 1982.You should never sacrifice proper
form for added weight. When you use too much weight, you compensate by “throwing” the bar,
relying on momentum, which might impress your friends, but it doesn’t do you any good, and it’s
likely to do you quite a bit of harm.All movements in weight training, as in stretching, need to be
slow, controlled, and steady. Some advanced athletes do drills with sudden, ballistic movement,
and there are times when these advanced techniques can be effective. But most of us need to
use our gym time for basic strengthening. You build your athletic skills as part of a separate
process, usually on the court or playing field.Good form—and a slow pace—ensures that you
achieve the full range of movement, which includes slowly and methodically returning the weight
to the resting position. This is vital to exercising the whole muscle to achieve the balanced
strength curve. Again, the point of weight training is to work the entire muscle—not just the belly
of the muscle—through its full range of motion, both in the concentric (lifting or “positive”) phase
and in the eccentric (lowering or “negative”) phase, to exhaustion, which is when you can no
longer do a repetition in good form. Dropping the weight or letting gravity, not your muscles,
lower the weight prevents strengthening the important eccentric component of the muscle.Using
less weight, but going twice as slow as most people do, will enable you to sustain load
throughout the entire arc of the movement, and it will exhaust your muscle much, much faster.
This, after all, is the point of the exercise. That, along with proper rest and recovery between
workouts (and nutrition), allows optimal muscle growth.5) If a little is good, more is
better.Another aspect of the “Harley effect” is that the same Harleys are parked outside the gym
almost every day, with the same guys working the same muscles. Unfortunately, when it comes
to muscle growth, more is not better. Muscles respond to optimal overload, then rest. Too much
training can cause muscle breakdown and loss. In general, you should never do the same or
similar workout two days in a row. This is particularly true of weight lifting and running. However,
walking, stretching, yoga, core work, and other lower intensity activities can be done safely
every day. In fact, I heartily recommend stretching every day, especially if you are tight jointed or
prone to muscle pulls. Also, certain strength-building rehabilitation exercises after injury or
surgery should be done daily or even multiple times a day, because here you’re not working the
muscles to exhaustion, and you actually need more sets and repetitions to stimulate growth and
repair in a safe manner.6) Just do what you love to do.If all you do is run, you are going to have
classic, predictable imbalances. Swimming, biking, yoga—you can pick any activity, and I can
tell you what’s great about it, but also the risks it poses and the work it leaves undone. That’s why
there’s no perfect, single activity. Each transforms your body differently, and any activity can
create imbalances if left unchecked.Runners who only run will have great hearts, but they will



also have extremely tight and overdeveloped calves, relative weakness of the front muscles in
the shin area, extremely tight hamstrings, tight lower backs, weak abdominal muscles, wasted
upper bodies, and weak quads. Cyclists who only bike have the massive quads, but often an
underdeveloped upper body, with tight shoulders, quads, hamstrings, iliotibial band, and hip
flexors. Swimmers who only swim have big shoulders and strong backs and generally well-
developed legs (especially the upper half, closer to the pelvis), but they will pay a price in their
overworked shoulder joints.Martial arts and ballet come the closest to being the perfect
activities, but even dancers and martial artists will have some pretty classic imbalances. Female
dancers, for example, tend to work with the knees turned out. We all have a certain rotation in
our hips, and people who are born to be dancers have a natural turn out. You can spot a dancer
walking a block away. If their feet were the hands on a clock, the time is always 10:10. Their
calves are incredibly strong. They have extremely strong hip abductors, but if they don’t train to
compensate, most have relatively weak hip adductors. And all the work they do en pointe or
tiptoe (demipointe for males), make the overdeveloped calves overly tight.The trouble with being
in too tight a groove with a certain exercise regimen is that, even if you stick with yoga because
you love yoga, or weight lifting because you love weight lifting, you’re neglecting other areas of
weakness, while possibly overinvesting in areas where you’re already doing fine.We’ll talk more
about this later, but my general advice to all those highly flexible yoginis is to work in some
running and some weight training. And, once again, to all you muscle-bound guys pumping iron
or crashing the boards in the gym—get down on the mat and start stretching.7) Women need to
avoid heavier weights to avoid becoming “bulky.”The average woman, with her very different
hormonal makeup than males, almost never has to worry about becoming the Incredible Hulk no
matter how much she exercises. The same is true for men whose body type is genetically
designed to carry less muscle mass, which is why it’s a mistake to ask for training advice from
the most heavily muscled guy in the room. It’s a little like asking for advice on starting a business
from someone who was born rich. Yeah, they might have to work hard, too, but it’s different. The
guys with huge, rippling muscles, aside from having spent a lot of time pumping iron, are
genetically predisposed to have big, bulky muscles. (They also may be less genetically
predisposed to injury—so if they do certain lifts improperly and seem to get away with it, don’t
assume that you can!)As we discuss in the next chapter, the response of the body to increased
load is to lay down extra bone density, along with extra muscle and even build stronger tendons
and ligaments and healthier joints. So women especially, even those who do power yoga, need
weight training—with adequate loads to stress the muscles—for its bone-strengthening benefits.
Bone responds to load. You don’t get that response in a pool, or on the stretching mat, or even a
stationary bike. It’s also very specific. If you walk or run, you build the bones in the hips and legs
but not your wrists and elbows. Weight training is the most effective and efficient way to assure
that you are strengthening all your bones.LESSONS FROM THE TRENCHESWhat I’ve learned
from bodybuilders—the really great ones—is that there’s a lot more to be desired from a workout
than just strength or bulk. You need balance.Aerobic conditioning needs to be a part of any



strength program, too. It’s the aerobic workout that makes bodybuilders lean, to help create that
“ripped” look on stage.Flexibility is essential; “muscle bound” is not. The guys who walk like
robots and seem to have trouble turning their heads are not doing it right.Progression is a must.
The body adapts to load by getting stronger, whether it’s in your biceps or in your heart. This
means that your program must be adjusted accordingly to continue to reap and sustain
maximum results. Gradually increasing the amount of weight you lift or the distance and/or pace
of your running, swimming, or cycling is essential. It can also be tricky and the source of major
breakdown if not done right, something we’ll talk more about, especially in the Active Rest and
Recovery section of Chapter 4.Exercise and rehabilitation need to overlap. When I prescribe
exercise for healthy individuals, I draw upon what I know about rehab—in order to avoid
rehab.An injured area that is not functioning optimally deserves special treatment—extra
warmup and stretching and extra sets with slow pace and moderate load to help rehabilitate the
injury. True fitness requires constant attention not just to how your muscles are doing, but also
your bones and joints. And perhaps the most overlooked and undervalued aspect of exercise is,
in fact, rest and recovery. As we’ll discuss in Chapter 4, downtime is an essential part of the
body’s sculpting process. Rest is when the cells repair and restore themselves from the stress
imposed on them by a good workout.WHAT ABOUT HANDS-ON HELP?A great personal trainer
can be an incredible asset, and there are many dedicated and well-trained people in the field.
They’ve done a great job in activating a segment of the population who otherwise might still be
sitting on the sidelines. Beginners can feel uncomfortable and insecure in a gym, and the
trainers get them going and keep them motivated.But estimates say there may be as many as a
million individuals offering their services as trainers. A lot of these people are products of
weekend courses, and they may not know much more than you do. So when you’re picking a
trainer, make sure you’re working with someone certified through one of the main groups such
as the American Council on Exercise, the American College of Sports Medicine, the National
Strength and Conditioning Association, and the National Academy of Sports Medicine.I’ve seen
personal trainers who come in and say, “Here’s my program,” but that one way means that the
work is more about them than it is about you. The routines that have benefited a trainer
personally, or those designed for other clients, may not be appropriate for you. You want a trainer
who listens as much as he or she talks.And don’t be too impressed just because someone is an
incredible specimen of health and fitness. It’s part of their business to look good. They may
exercise all day long, every day, and you don’t have the time for that. And some trainers may
have had a little extra help, either through favorable genes or questionable supplements. So
focus on the quality of their programs, their teaching skills, and their ability to motivate you.A
good trainer will test you to measure your current level of fitness and record your body-fat
percentages, levels you can lift, and so on. Then the trainer will set reasonable goals for
improvement. He or she will be able to modify your program when needed should problems arise
—hopefully sooner rather than later.You want a trainer who is going to take the time to ask about
injuries or ailments and who is willing to elicit feedback from you. How do you feel? Does



something hurt? Is it just a little muscle soreness or is it joint soreness? And what are your
fitness goals, anyway? Again, exercise is not one size fits all. You want somebody who is not
only well qualified and certified, but someone willing to individualize the program for you.FRAME
FOCUSIf you lead from your frame, using this FrameWork Program, you can get the whole
package: You can lose the fat, condition your cardiovascular system, and achieve the structural
integrity that will make you built to last.The frame is not only fundamental to everything else we
do, it’s subject to molding forces we may not even be aware of. We can let those forces do their
work outside of our control—until we’re limping or shaped like a pretzel—or we can take control
and shape our frames to serve our own purposes.Normal wear and tear is a relative thing. A well-
conditioned 60 year old can outperform a poorly conditioned 20 year old—but this is subject
entirely to the cooperation (and proper conditioning) of the bones and joints.Treating your body
well retards aging. Not properly conditioning your body, or beating it up through a faulty exercise
program, accelerates the aging process. The pace of the aging process is partly determined by
genetics, but excessive alcohol consumption, smoking, lack of sleep, and poor nutrition can
make you old before your time. The same is true for allowing muscles to weaken or grow
imbalanced, for joints to stiffen, and for connective tissues to become brittle.Running does not
cause arthritis in healthy joints. But if you’re one of the more than 10 million individuals in this
country with some degree of osteoarthritis in your knees, running will indeed accelerate the
wear. Ditto for hips and ankles that have early wear.I see hundreds of patients annually who are
in this very predicament. They still feel great when they run, so it’s hard for them to understand
that they’re doing damage to these compromised surfaces. But as I tell them, “You have 10,000
miles left on your knee. Do you want to use them all up this year? Or do you want them to last a
lifetime?”Just as time takes a toll on your skin, it ups the ante for your frame. Each decade after
25, you lose 4 percent of your muscle mass. After age 40, you lose 1 percent a year. Some
people lose more. Unconditioned, you can expect to lose, at roughly the same rate, endurance,
flexibility, and the ability to process oxygen. Metabolism also begins to slow in your late twenties,
making it much easier to put on weight, which adds to the stress on your bones and joints.On
the happier flip side, vigorous exercise not only retards the loss of muscle, but the muscle you
build helps to maintain your more youthful metabolism and appearance.And it is never too early
or too late. WilliamJ. Evans, a physiologist at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences in
Little Rock, did a study proving that even 100 year olds could increase their strength fourfold
within a few months through light weight training.The key is knowing how hard to push yourself
and knowing when and how to customize your program. Today we no longer play through the
pain, but we pay close attention to the distinction between hurt and harm. That’s because, if you
want to stay healthy, sitting it out is not an option.TWOWORKING WITH WHAT YOU’VE GOTA
FEW YEARS AGO, A GROUP OF SCIENTISTS GOT TOGETHER TO RE-ENGINEER THE
human body. They set out to imagine the optimal design for a human frame, meaning a design
that wouldn’t be so vulnerable to slipped disks, frayed tendons, and worn-out joints.The “perfect”
human design they came up with was short, stocky, and stooped over. It looked nothing like



Charlize Theron or Russell Crowe. In fact, it looked like a troll. The upper torso tilted forward, the
neck was curved and had much larger vertebrae, the hips were thick with extra muscle and fat,
and, strangest of all, the knees never locked but were able to bend backward.The purpose of
this exercise was to illustrate that the human body we rely on has some fundamental flaws built
in. Certainly it was never designed to work smoothly for 80 or 90 years. Over most of our history
as a species, hardly anybody lived past 40, so what would have been the point of tougher
design specs and a more extended warranty?But the real issue is that nobody ever sat down
with a clean sheet of paper to sketch out a perfect design in the first place. The human body we
know and love emerged through millions of years of evolution, and evolution is a patch-it-
together process that is mostly trial and error. Natural selection simply does what it can with the
structures that already exist in the previous generation. It mixes and matches the blueprints (the
genes) for these structures, then tests them through competition.The truly bad ideas die out
(fewer off-spring survive to carry on the gene), and the ones that work better than the others get
passed along through greater reproductive success. Then the selection process sorts through
all the possibilities again as the next generation competes for survival, and so it goes. Over
many, many generations, the better ideas spread throughout the population, and things
generally improve, but only up to a point.In our case, what nature has come up with, and what
we are stuck with, is a creature with a heavy head, who stands upright, but has a spine that
doesn’t do well resisting gravity. This results in too much pressure coming down on the
vertebrae, especially in the neck and the lower back. (Ever wonder why “Oh, my aching back!” is
a modern day mantra?)In our legs and feet, we have bones that are too thin for the weight we
have to bear. And we have many bones that are too thin to withstand breakage. Making matters
worse, as we get older, our joints lose their lubrication, our bones lose the minerals that give
them stiffness and strength, and our soft tissues lose the suppleness that gives us flexibility.Over
the past few million years, we’ve upgraded the performance we expect from these bodies of
ours, and during the past 100 years, through improved sanitation, better diet, and infinitely better
medicines and health care, we’ve dramatically extended the human life span. But despite this
progress, medical science has done nothing at all to improve the basic human frame. We may
live to be 95, but without special care, our frame still holds up pretty well for about 30 years.
Evolution has not caught up to give you a musculoskeletal system that will last as long as the
rest of you.But even a 20 year old can maintain perfect body weight, run 30 miles a week, eat
truckloads of fruits and bran, have thinner thighs in 30 days, and still be a train wreck when it
comes to the structural integrity of his musculoskeletal system. Remember Jose Reyes and
Shea Ralph, the young superstars on the injured list?The only way to have a body really built to
last—whether you’re a major leaguer or a minor lawyer—is to focus on the frame in your exercise
and conditioning. If you want to enjoy the whole game of life, including the extra innings modern
science offers us, you have to work specifically to offset and overcome the faulty engineering.
And that’s before you add your own little dings from playing basketball or sitting at a desk all
week with slumped shoulders and a craned neck.Improving the warranty on your frame means



changing the way you approach your daily exercise. It’s not enough to simply put in the miles
running or bang out the hours in the gym. You have to actually think through what you’re trying to
achieve, then work toward it very mindfully.Why the FrameWork Program puts the emphasis
where it does becomes clearer when you have a better understanding of some very basic
anatomy and physiology. I’m going to walk you through some of that right now, and if you come
away with nothing else, I hope you’ll remember these three things:1) Bone is dynamic, living
tissue. It grows as the body grows, and throughout life it is reshaped, with much of its mass
cycled through the system and replaced.2) Bone is laid down where it is needed, and it is
reabsorbed where it is not needed, according to the mechanical demands or stresses placed on
it. This is yet another way of saying “use it or lose it.”
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Joan & Crew, “Best Exercise Program Ever!. I bought the entire Framework product line -- books
and DVDs. This program is exactly what I was looking for. The program is comprehensive and
provides extremely valuable recommendations for addressing weak or injured areas with
modified or alternative exercises to assist rehabilitation and rebuilding function to the extent
possible. Excellent for achieving and maintaining physical fitness for any age person.”

Bouganvillea, “Highly recommeded! Very helpful information. I saw him on PBS, and was so
impressed with what I heard that I immediately ran to the computer and ordered this book - and I
haven't been disappointed! I've had so many varied injuries lately (mainly from excercising), and
no doctor's really clear why, that his book seemed on point with my concerns. Framework gives
you the big picture of how the bones, tendons, ligaments and joints work with your muscles and
the stresses they're prone to. That general info. was helpful, as well as the specifics on what
kind of problems each type of excercise typically creates. He stresses the importance of finding
out the weaknesses in your own frame (and gives you some ways of finding them), and adjusting
your exercise routine to account for that. I'm still reading it, but have found lots of good tips in the
exercise section. I'm getting another copy for my brother and maybe one for my podiatrist too -
this is really useful info. that other doctors can benefit from as well!”

L. Mansur, “Before you Venture, Prepare, empower yourself w/knowledge and be mindful. I
bought this book a while back and read two pages and stopped 'cause I was working then and
did not have time. I started reading it again today and love the material. It is very helpful for
those who have considerations about their structure and need guidance on how to proceed
exercising without exacerbating old injuries or creating new ones. This book is written by a
doctor of Sports Medicine and he had his own experiences, sooo, he really knows what he is
talking about. I am 68 and started weight training and then my ailments seem to increase and I
thought maybe I should push through and that I need to be more courageous. Not really. What I
need is more wisdom and knowledge on how to work with my body rather than push and force it
beyond limit as I have done most of my life. This book is and will be enlightening on how to find
out where your weakest links are and how to wisely work with them rather than cause more
injuries to them or new parts of the body. I am exited to read this book from cover to cover. It
maybe written for all athletes and not necessarily for seniors but the principals are all the same.I
recommend it highly. It will empower you as you take steps to improve you strength and flexibility.
All the very best to you!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wish I had read this earlier. This book was released as I was recovering
from surgery for a torn achilees tendon. As I read the book, I could not help but think that had I
used the info in the book earlier I would probably have avoided that (and even other) sports
related injury.Today my routine involves a 15 minute stretch routine plus some specific



strengthening exercises as recommended by Dr.Nick.I have recommended the book to several
colleagues and given it as a gift to other friends.Quite simply if you want to stay in-shape and
avoid injury, this book is highly recommended.”

Joseph Crowe, “Good, thorough treatment of an integrated approach to caring for the body. I
found this book well organized. It contains some introductory material followed by a thorough
section on self testing one's body and relevent behaviours. Then it follows up with a combination
of strengthening, flexibility and related exercises that borrow from weight training, yoga, physical
therapy and bodywork modalities to allow an individual to make rational choices about caring for
her or his body. I am recommending it to friends and clients because it really has a lot of good,
solid information in it that holds real value for them.”

Dale L., “I recommend it to adults. This book brought my body back from the depths of near
immobility to being as fit as I have been in ten years. I recommend it to adults, but more
importantly to all the young athletes in my family. The stretching program is the best I have found
in over forty years of coaching.”

Sporty guy, “Great, informative book. Great, informative book! Explains everything you need to
know about making your body last: nutrition, exercise, stretches, you name it.”

Anna S, “A must read for any health conscious person. The book thoroughly covers nutrition and
exercise in a very comprehensible language.Importantly, "FrameWork" explains how to DO NO
HARM to your body while improving every part of the system.The book will be useful for
anybody, regardless of age, sex, and physical activity.After reading "FrameWork", I continue
using it as a reference book.”

Amar, “Valuable for newbies .... A good balance of "to-do" and "what not to do" advice. Add to
that a comprehensive self-assessment section that helps you gain an understanding of your
current fitness level.”

Werner Keller, “super book. very good explanations lots of informative pictures but: you have to
do the exercises by yourself and then: IT WORKS !!”

Dany-Jack Mercier, “Livre intéressant. Beaucoup de techniques de reprise en main après une
blessure ou pour lutter contre des douleurs chroniques. Livre intéressant qui dévoile beaucoup
de pistes possibles.”

The book by William Patrick has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 74 people have provided feedback.
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